GUIDELINES for the PREPARATION of POSTERS for

2nd International Conference on Green University
Please prepare your poster before traveling to Isfahan.
These guidelines are addressed to authors whose posters were accepted for presentation.
A poster is a display panel on which work is presented by combined use of images, graphics, and
text.
Posters will be displayed according to the Conference timetable. Your attendance is requested
during the poster session and reception.

Language: Accepted languages for posters are English and Farsi only. If these languages are not
your native language, please have your text reviewed and edited by someone knowledgeable in that
language, to ensure your posters legibility.
Printing, publication & presentation of posters: Please note that the conference organisers can NOT
print, publish, or laminate posters.

Transportation: Please roll up your poster, printed side out, in a plastic or cardboard
transport/mailing tube, and bring it with you. Write or tape the author’s name and poster title on
the rolled up poster and on the tube, for easy identification. Please do not send posters in the
mail.Installation & Dismantling: Posters will be pinned onto walls and presentation panels in the
designated poster session hall. Installation of the posters is by the authors themselves, with the
assistance of the conference staff. Deliver the poster on the first day of the conference.
.

Suggestions: Posters should strive to be attractive and well organised. The appearance, both of
the poster as a whole, and of the quality of the illustrations, is important. Posters will be on display
for the duration of the conference. Thus it is important that posters be self-explanatory. Text should
be minimal. Use mainly photographs and graphic illustrations with little text and tables. Please use
the format provided which will guarantee an appropriate and legible lettering and size of individual
elements.

